Outline of themes for European section Terminales
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Lycée Saint-John Perse
Série :
En DNL : 2 heures

Theme 1: Historians and memories of WWII 9 hours
Historians and memories of WWII in the UK 4 hours
-The early events: the bore war and evacuation
-Three key events: Dunkirk, the battle of Britain and the Blitz
-The home front: rationing, social unity, and relations with the USA, Poppy day; London
cenotaph
Historians and memories of WWII in the USA 5 hours
-The war itself: soldiers’ accounts, meaning of the war (a good war?), Pearl harbor, Hiroshima
and D-Day.
-The home front: conscience objectors, race clashes, Japanese in camps, women
-The remembrance through monuments: Arlington, Washington WWII monument, France’s
Coleville cemetery in Normandy and VE Day
Theme 2: Leading powers and tensions in the world 5 hours
The USA and the world from Wilson’s 14 points
1) Until WWII American isolationism prevailed: exception of Wilson’s 14 points ( But NO
study of all the points in detail : it’s off topic !) , immigration quotas, Cash and carry v/s lend
and lease act, Pearl harbour and US entry into WWII, victory program.
2) The Cold War and the assertion of the USA as a leading diplomatic and political power:
allusion to the Berlin Blockade, The Korean war and Cuba ( but NOT studied into detail),
allusion to Watergate ( not detailed) Carter and Iran Embassy ( no detail just film : ARGO)
3) The US in the new world order after the 1991 : just mentioned the gulf war 1990-91
without giving details, quick mention of Clinton’s as a mediator (Oslo but NO detail :
“enlargement policy”) September 11 th, Iraq 2003 and unilateralism, Obama and
multilateralism
Theme 3: Globalization 15 hours+ 4 hours on Mumbai
1) Defining globalization
2) Actors of globalization
3) Consequences of globalization: inequalities, anti-globalization, fair trade and sustainable
development
4) Is Mumbai a global city?
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